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What is Archaeology? 
Archaeology is the study of previous cultures and our own evolution, primarily 
by scientific analysis of the material (artifacts) and architecture they left behind 
as well as biofacts, ecofacts and cultural landscapes. 
Through archaeological research, we not only learn about where we came from, 
but how we have evolved as a cultural species up to the present day. Some goals 
are to uncover when and where people lived, how and why they moved around, 
who they were in contact with, what their religious and cultural traditions were 
like, and what they were making, using and consuming. We can take this 
information and compare it cross-culturally to other ancient people to better 
understand larger patterns in these various aspects of life.  

Archaeology in Belize 

In Belize, the Institute of Archaeology approves archaeological work in the 
country and seeks to protect, preserve, and promote the cultural heritage of 
Belize. The IA manages the archaeological reserves of Belize, which are open to 
the public, and runs both public programs and research initiatives to facilitate the 
development of Maya archaeology and understanding of Belizean cultural 
heritage. Some Maya archaeological sites include: Caracol, Xunantunich, Cahal 
Pech, Altun Ha, Lubaantun, Cerro Maya, Nim Li Punit, Lamanai and many 
others. 

Xunantunich, Cayo District. Photo by Doug Smith. 

Community Outreach 

Public outreach to local communities is an integral part of every excavating 
season. Archaeologists acknowledge that they are usually uncovering the 
history of cultures other than their own, so it is important to get the 
permission of both the government and the local people to work on sites. 
This necessitates transparency so the local people and authorities know about 
the scientific process and protocols of archaeology being applied to the study 
of their cultural material. It is the exchange of knowledge and experiences, 
where people can share more about their culture and the lifestyle of their 
ancestors, that can help archaeologists identify and better understand their 
research. Archaeologists can also help people identify what heirlooms and 
artefacts they have in their possession are, and encourage the integration of 
the local community into the archaeological work occurring. This not only 
engages the community and provides a better understanding of the past and 
can provide seasonal employment, but facilitates a better understanding of 
archaeology as well, helping to invalidate the accusation that people still use 
the guise of archaeology to loot buildings for valuable artefacts.  
Archaeologists hope to inspire people to be more interested and involved in 
the preservation of cultural heritage and demonstrate why this preservation, 
and the resulting understanding, of cultures, both ancient and contemporary, 
is important.  

ARKY 306 Final Exam, June 2018. Mira George, Doug Smith, Adela Melena. 
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What’s Involved 

Excavation is not the only thing involved in archaeology, although it may be the 
most recognized activity. Other methods of investigation involve 
Ethnoarchaeology (the study of modern activities), Historic Archaeology (the 
study of written text) and Experimental Archaeology (the attempted reproduction 
of ancient techniques). 
Artifacts and other physical remains found at site are carefully measured and 
recorded in place to capture their provenance and association with other objects 
and features. The material then undergoes a process of cleaning, cataloguing, 
documentation, various types of analysis and sometimes preventative 
conservation and restoration before they can be safely stored and/or displayed. 
Archaeology involves good communication as well, not only to disperse factual 
and accurate information but also if negotiation between countries, government 
departments and ethnic groups is required. It is important that activities benefit 
all involved parties and keep cultural material where it should be; in the hands of 
the culture it belongs to. Becoming increasingly important in the world of 
archaeology is community involvement as well—it is paramount that the living 
cultural groups and local people are actively involved in the processes. 

The Process 

1) Identify locations to excavate and get permission.
2) Survey the area.
3) If possible, use non-invasive techniques, such as remote sensing using

satellite imagery and LiDAR, or geophysical methods including ground
penetrating radar and magnetometry to help pin point areas of interest.

4) Set up an excavation unit.
5) Carefully excavate layer by layer, keeping everything as flat and even as

possible. Carefully record everything in provenance. Screen all dirt removed
from the unit for artifacts.

6) Wash, catalogue, and store artifacts.
7) Map the location of everything that is found.
8) Once the excavation season is over, backfill the unit with screened dirt to

restore the site to its original state.
9) Artefacts are taken to credible institutes for further analysis, conservation, or

storage. When possible, they are kept in their country of origin. Artefacts
removed from their country of origin are done so with federal permission and
are eventually returned. 

Stann Creek Regional Archaeology 
Project (SCRAP) 

The Stann Creek Regional Archaeology Project (SCRAP) began in 2014 and 
focuses its work on the ancient Maya people of the Stann Creek District in 
Belize. The area has not previously been awarded much attention in the 
archaeological world. Being one of the fastest-developing districts of the 
country means it urgently requires this attention to discover, investigate, 
analyze, and preserve local heritage and historical sites. The preservation of 
ancient heritage and contemporary historical sites is important not only for 
the conservation of cultural groups and their traditions, but are critical for 
achieving these important goals and facilitating a better understanding of the 
past.  
Currently, goals of SCRAP include determining how the ancient Maya 
settled the landscape, were connected by trade routes, specializing craft 
production, finding and using resources, and using their cultural areas and 
environment. Focus on the Alabama and Pearce sites hopes to reveal a better 
understanding of how the ancient Maya urbanized, produced commodities, 
and established trade routes. Alabama is comprised of 20 structures in the 
monumental core within an area slightly larger than the Nim Li Punit site of 
Southern Belize and was occupied during the Late Classic and Terminal 
Classic periods (AD. 700-900). Surveys at Alabama were conducted in 2014 
and 2015, and other archaeological work occurred in 2016 onwards. The 
Pearce site was investigated in 2016, with further work beginning in 2018. 
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